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option does not requ¡re any changes to individual water agency
Conservation Standards, baselines or reported production figures and
relies on voluntarv participation from individualwater agencies that
choose to form a multiagency region to reach compliance with the
State Water Resources Control Board's emergency regulation.

b.

NMWD also asks that water production savings exceeding the
Conservation Standards for a region or individual agency during the
June 2015 through February 20'16 period be "rolled over" and cred¡ted
to the region or individual agency during any extension period. We
ask that any proposed extension period, prospectively beginning on

March 1,2016, not restart from a perspective of no conservation
savings to-date when a region or individual agency has ended the
original measurement period with cumulative savings exceeding its
Conservation Standard.

2.

What additional data, if any, should the State Water Board be collecting
through the Emergency Regulation and how would it be used?

a.

For future compliance evaluation purposes, NMWD requests State

Board staff guidance to help standardize the methods used to account
for bimonthly billing cycles and different number of days in each billing

cycle. Water production information from water wholesalers are not
always consistent between years because the wholesaler billing
period does not always coincide with calendar month as now required
for reporting. This request will provide more accurate data for
comparison between current year and baseline year monthly
reporting.

b.

For future applicability of the Conservation Standard for a region or

individual agency, NMWD suggests the State Board collect available
water storage information for that region or agency monthly.

3.

How should the State Water Board account for precipitation after January

2016 in its implementation of any extension of the Emergency
Regulation?

a.

NMWD requests that any extension of Emergency Regulation beyond
February 2016 include a trigger for regions or individual agencies
based on a nexus between the mandated conservation standard and
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current local water supply conditions. One way to do so is by
reviewing the available water supply information monthly as
suggested in response 2.b, above. The State Board can consider
scaling back the applicable Conservation Standard when sufficient
water supply as determined by reported water storage levels are
sufficient to meet the region or agency needs. We suggest the State
Board consider a 4% Conservation Standard when a region or agency
has available water storage at or above 90% of the water supply pool
for surface water reservoirs, on April 1, 2016. The Conservation
Standard for a region or agency could be proportionately higher if
water storage levels on April 1 are below 90%.
Once again, thank you for the opportunity to comment

Sincerely,

cl>

Chris DeGabriele
NMWD General Manager
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